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Osteoarthritis (OA) is one of the most common age-related chronic disorders affecting articular cartilage, joints and bone 
tissues. According to datamonitor, up to 81.4 million cases in adults aged 25 and older suffer from OA in seven major markets 

(USA, Japan, UK, Germany, Italy, France and Spain). The current drug treatment for OA is symptom-relieving, and the need for 
pharmacological treatments to retard, prevent or repair cartilage destruction in OA is urgent. Target selection has been problematic, 
which includes the identification of selective biomarkers, establishment of appropriate preclinical animal models that reflect human 
OA, the limitations of the current radiographic standard for structural assessment (KL score), and the lack of stratification of patients 
in clinical trials by phenotype or tissue involvement. Yet, the search for disease-modifying OA drugs (DMOADs) has proven to be 
an exceptional challenge, largely because OA usually progresses slowly, with few patients reporting worsening symptoms throughout 
the clinical trial, which typically lasts months, not years. In that context, we developed a new predictive diagnostic assay intended 
to measure a specific biomarker, Prohibitin (PHB1) through an immunoassay on blood samples. This test is sensitive enough to 
detect OA at its earliest stage in asymptomatic subjects and for the first time provides a therapeutic window for intervention, to stop 
or reverse the mechanism of cartilage matrix degradation associated with primary OA. The integration of specific biomarkers in a 
companion diagnostic test has the potential to accelerate drug development and thus time to market access for the pharma industry.
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